A student completes a journal entry assignment by
combining text, sketches & audio on a single digital page:

Mental Note
for iPad
in
Education

Mental Note is actively being used in Grades 5 & 6 at Princeton Day School, NJ.
Middle School students at Princeton Day School (PDS), in Princeton,
New Jersey, USA, are using Mental Note “...to great effect”. The

Ms. Quigley is involved with the Archaeology Alive! project: “We
specifically used Mental Note for keeping archaeology field

“...5th grade is using the app to create journals for the very
exciting + popular PDS ‘archaeology alive’ project!”.
Tara Quigley, PDS Grades 5/6 Humanities Teacher
explains: “Our 5th and 6th graders all have iPads and we
introduced [Mental Note] to them at the beginning of the year.
We found the interface to be very clear for kids that age. Now,
when given a choice of any app, they will often use it to take notes
during a class or a presentation.”

THE ASSIGNMENT

journals... We chose your app because it allowed the students
to import photos and sound, as well as to draw sketches.”

Mental
Note: Capture
ideas as they
happen

Mental Note is ideal for the creative process of idea
capturing. Ms. Quigley notes, “several of my colleagues
have also used Mental Note for pre writing idea collecting,
and my students are keeping a garden journal when we visit our

PDS garden”. For more information about the iPad Program at
Princeton Day School please visit: http://www.pds.org/ipad.
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“...Each day, you will complete a
journal entry about your
experience at the dig that day.
These entries will be written on
Mental Note, where you can also
create sketches, include photos,
and record your voice. You should
send your daily entry to your
teacher...”

Samples courtesy Ms. Quigley’s students: Adrian, Charlotte, Giulia, Jake, Liam, Millie, Raina, Ryan, Susan. Unattributed quotations are from PDS Twitter exchanges.
Mental Note for iPad is created by Zymbiotic Technologies Inc., in Vancouver, Canada. For more information visit www.zymbiotic.com or contact info@zymbiotic.com.

